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Abstract 

High velocity transverse impact to laminated fiber reinforced composites is of interest in military and structural 
applications. Damage evaluation of the targets during impact based upon experimental work can be prohibitively 
expensive. However recent advances in the field of numerical simulation provide a means of predicting the 
performance characteristics of layered materials for ballistic protection.  There is however, limited information 
about the ballistic response of reinforced thermoplastic composite materials. The overall objective of this work is to 
investigate the behavior of a plain weave laminated composites of varying thicknesses under high velocity impact 
both from an experimental and modeling view point. To analyze this problem, a series of ballistic impact tests have 
been performed on plain weave E-glass/polypropylene laminated composites of different thicknesses with a 0.50 
caliber cylindrical shaped flat nose projectiles. A gas gun with a sabot stripper mechanism is employed to impact 
the panels. To analyze the perforation mechanism, ballistic limit and damage evaluation, an explicit three-
dimensional finite element code LS-DYNA is being used. Selecting proper material models and contact definition is 
one of the major criteria for accuracy of the numerical simulation. During high velocity impact, composite 
laminates undergo progressive damage failure and hence, Material Model 161, a progressive failure model based 
on Hashin’s criteria, has been assigned to predict failure of the laminates. The projectile is modeled using a 
Material Model 3 (MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC). The laminates and the projectile are meshed using brick 
elements with single integration points. The impact velocity ranged from 187 to 332 m s-1. A good correlation 
between the numerical and experimental results has been drawn in terms of predicting ballistic limit, delamination 
and energy absorption during impact. 
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1. Introduction 

Polymer matrix composite materials have realized steady increases in usage in many fields 
including aerospace, defence and automotive industries for structural and ballistic applications. 
The combined properties of individual constituent give them excellent specific strength and 
stiffness in addition to a high capacity to absorb kinetic energy. Fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) 
laminates are replacing structural light weight armor for advanced applications [1]. Composite 
laminates are comprised of multiple unidirectional or woven layers, bound together by a polymer 
matrix. During ballistic impact, kinetic energy of the projectile is dissipated through several 
mechanisms The predominant energy absorption mechanisms of laminates under high velocity, 
small mass impact are: kinetic energy imparted to the specimen, namely cone formation on the 
distal side of the laminate and/or spall formation, and energy absorption as a result of shear 
plugging, tensile fiber failure of the primary yarns, fiber debonding, fiber pull-out, elastic 
deformation of the secondary yarns, matrix cracking (intralaminar), interlaminar delamination, 
and frictional energy absorbed during interaction of the penetrator and laminate [2, 3, 4]. The 
two most prevalent experimental procedures for quantifying ballistic performance are VB and 
V50.  The ballistic limit is defined as the velocity at which a projectile becomes embedded in the 
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specimen.  The V50 is the velocity at which a projectile has a 50% chance of perforation with a 
deviation in velocity no greater than 40 m s-1 [5]. 

 
To increase the threat defeat level or to optimize the design of ballistic composite materials, 
material properties (strength and strain at high strain rates), failure mechanisms, type of threat, 
strain rate regime (e.g. low, intermediate, or high velocity) and laminate architecture must be 
known. Over the last several decades, a significant body of work has focused on experimental 
and theoretical research on the transverse impact response of polymer matrix composite 
laminates in order to gain insight into failure mechanisms and energy absorption. Most of the 
work to date has focused on thermoset composite systems [6-9] or high performance 
thermoplastic composite systems [10]. The focus of this work is to expand the knowledge-base 
on impact response of thermoplastic composite materials for ballistic protection.   
 
Wen [11, 12] investigated the perforation and penetration of FRP laminates using different 
projectile shapes, e.g. semi-hemispherical, conical, ogive and flat. He proposed analytical 
equations based on material properties and the static punch curve for each projectile geometry in 
order to predict the ballistic. Lee and Sun [7] evaluated the dynamic penetration of Carbon Fiber 
Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) laminates experimentally for a velocity range of 21- 91 m/s with a 
flat-ended cylindrical projectile. They defined the penetration process in three distinct stages; 
pre-delamination (fiber crushing), post-delamination before plugging, and post plugging. Mines 
et al. [6] studied transverse impact of E-glass/polyester laminates of different thicknesses with 
different projectile shapes. They found that the energy absorption mechanisms during penetration 
and perforation also exhibited the same behavior noted by Lee and Sun [7].  The exception being 
that shear plug formation is not usually seen in laminated glass composites.  
 
A significant amount of work has focused on modeling failure mechanisms of composites 
subjected to transverse impact loading [13-19]. However, it is generally expected that composites 
fail in a progressive manner. Johnson et al. [20] reported a numerical method to predict 
composite damage using Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) suing the framework outlined 
by Ladevaze et al. [21-22]. Matzenmiller et al. [23] developed CDM model for unidirectional 
composites. On the basis of CDM, Williams and Vaziri wrote material subroutines for 
matrix/fiber failure in LS-DYNA [24]. Yen developed Material Model 161 (MAT 161) for LS-
DYNA that captures the progressive failure mode of composite laminates (both unidirectional 
and plain weave laminates) during transverse impact. Because of its ability to model progressive 
damage, MAT 161 has been used successfully in predicting energy absorption and damage [25-
27]. The objective of the current study is to model energy absorption and damage evolution in 
plain-weave thermoplastic composite laminates under transverse high velocity impact at/near VB.  
 

2. Experimental procedure 
Polypropylene (PP) (BP Amoco 9965)/E-glass (Owens Corning 225 4588) 12 mm wide tapes 
and average thickness of 0.60 mm were produced using a hot-melt impregnation process.  The 
were subsequently woven into a plain weave architecture and consolidated in 8, 12, and 16-layer 
laminates in a 30x30 cm2 mold, Fig. 1, using a compression molding machine. This 
corresponded to average thickness of 5.25 mm, 8.15 mm and 11.00 mm, respectively.  The 
consolidated material had an average fiber content of 67% weight (42% volume) and density 
1585 kg m-3. 
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A single-stage light gas gun consisting of a pressure chamber, a barrel and a nitrogen/helium 
tank was used to launch the projectiles. The impactor was a 0.50 caliber (12.7 mm) flat nosed 
cylinder made of alloyed tool steel with a mass of 13.40 g ± 0.03 g, which is consitant with the 
mass of a NATO 0.50 caliber Fragment Simulating Projectile (FSP). The projectile velocity was 
measured using photoelectric chronographs (Model: Oehler 35 and Oehler Sky Screens). The 
impact velocity was decreased from the full penetration condition to VB or partial penetration 
condition in accordance with the V50 definition for the 8, 12, and 16 layer laminates, with four to 
five specimens in each test configuration.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Numerical Approach 
3.1. Simulation Tools 
Altair Hypermesh v7.0 and Finite Element Model Builder (eta/FEMB-PC version 28.0) were 
used in pre-processing. LS-DYNA (970) was used to analyze perforation mechanisms, failure 
modes, and damage evaluation during high velocity projectile impact of the PP/E-glass 
composite plates described in the previous section. The simulation cycle is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Material model 
Material Model 161 (MAT_COMPOSITE_MSC) was chosen for the impact simulation. MAT 
59 (MAT _COMPOSITE_FAILURE _SOLID) is an orthotropic material model which uses 
maximum stress failure criterion. Once the maximum load is reached along a particular direction, 
the corresponding stiffness is set to zero in a time interval of 100 times steps. However, MAT 59 
cannot predict delamination, and delamination plays a vital role in determining the impact 
performance. Unlike MAT 59, MAT 161 has the capability to model progressive damage under 
high strain rate and high pressure loading. MAT 161 is based on the Hashin’s failure criteria 

Eta/FEMB28-PC, Altair Hypermesh v7.0 
Meshing: Prepare model 

FEA Structural analysis  LS- Post 
Post processing: view results 

Simulation 
Cycle 

Figure 2: Simulation cycle used in model development 
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[28], which allows for five failure modes; tensile and compressive fiber failure, fiber crush, 
through-the-thickness matrix failure and delamination [29]. Criterion for element erosion is 
incorporated in MAT 161. This is crucial because during impact simulations, some elements in 
the impact region undergo large distortions, which may lead to numerical instabilities. Proper 
eroding criterion eliminates distorted elements without affecting the stability of the simulation.  
 
The cylindrical projectile was modeled using Material Model 3 
(MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC). MAT3 is a bi-linear elastic-plastic model that contains 
formulations combining isotropic and kinematic hardening. In the present analysis, the hardening 
parameter was considered zero. More details on MAT 3, MAT 59 and MAT 161 can be found in 
Ref. [29]. 
 
3.3 Contact Type  
Proper contact definition between projectile and the laminate is required to model high velocity 
transverse impact. Three different types of contacts between the impactor (slave) and the target 
(master) are adopted in LSDYNA; kinematic constraint method, the penalty method and the 
distributed parameter method. The segment based penalty contact 
(CONTACT_ERODING_SINGLE_SURFACE, SOFT=2) was defined for the contact between 
the projectile and the composite plate. This contact algorithm checks segment versus segment 
penetration and does not use the shooting node logic parameter because it ignores the initial 
penetrations. When segment penetration occurs, penalty forces are applied normal to the 
penetrating segment. These penalty forces are proportional to the excess penetration depth given 
by Equation 1:  

where penaltyf  is penalty force, K  is penalty stiffness, currentd  is the current penetration depth and 

initiald  is the initial penetration depth. Here, the contact exhibits very little hourglass excitement 

due to the symmetry of the approach .But due to high pressure generation at the contact 
interfaces unacceptable penetration may occur. This can be avoided by scaling up the stiffness 
(SLSFAC) or scaling down the time step size [22].  In high velocity impact problems, the effect 
of frictional forces in interfaces is negligible. As the static friction (FS) should be greater than 
the dynamic friction (FD), FD was set at 0.1 while FS at 0.3. 
 
3.4 Numerical model creation 
As the damaged zone is of localized nature, the boundary conditions have little influence when 
impacted under ballistic regime. The composite plates and the projectile were meshed in 
Hypermesh™ using brick elements with single integration point (ELFORM= 1). The one point 
element is more robust than the fully integrated element (type 2, 3) in the case of large 
deformation. The dimension of the target was 15 x 15 cm2 and number of layers used in each 
plate determined the target thickness. Each E-glass/PP layer had 1056 brick elements. The 
projectile which is cylindrical in shape with a blunt end was meshed with 2800 brick elements 
and assigned an initial velocity similar to the experimental condition. The modeled geometry and 
initial grid are shown in Figure 3. A very fine grid, relative to the plate boundaries, (brick 
element dimension (mm), 0.529 x 0.629 x 0.68) was used at the impact region of the target to 
obtain convergence and the grid dimension gradually increased to the outer edges, approximately 
up to 3.64 x 2.32 x 0.68 (mm). A coarser grid towards the edges leads to the failure of the aspect 

( )initialcurrentpenalty ddKf −= * (1) 
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ratio (>5). Failure of aspect ratio did not affect the numerical results as the impact region and its 
surroundings were discretized with very fine uniform brick elements. The interaction between 
the projectile and composite laminate was handled with erosion logic, using a gap size 0.01 mm 
and quarter symmetry approach was adopted for all the impact simulations to reduce the 
computational time. The material properties for the composite plate and the projectile used in the 
simulation are shown in Tables 1 and 2, while Table 3 provides the model dimensions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Since the damage mechanisms in high velocity impact conditions are similar to those in quasi-
static events, the strength properties of the PP/E-glass laminate were taken from quasi-static 
tests. Data related to strain rate sensitivity and erosion can be found in Ref [27]. The fiber mode 
crush strength and shear strength strongly affect the ballistic limit.  It requires a lot of effort to 
get those test data from experiments. Due to unavailability of dynamic strength data, some of the 
strength parameters have been modified up to 10% to provide the best fit to the VB of 16 layer 
composite plate. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Quarter symmetry geometry of the projectile and 16 layer laminate. 
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1 Impact Experiments 
Ballistic impact tests were performed on 8, 12, and 16-layers of PP/E-glass composite plates. 
Four or five samples of each thickness were taken and impacted by a 0.50 caliber flat-ended, 
cylindrical average projectile of mass 13.40 g ± 0.01g. Initially all the samples were impacted 
above the ballistic regime, and then impact velocity was decreased to achieve the ballistic limit. 
Table 4 provides impact results of the samples of different thicknesses in terms of ballistic limit 
velocities and energy absorption along with the numerical prediction obtained from the 
simulations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

* 

* 

* 

*The strength parameters have been modified by up to +10% to provide the best fit to the 
VB of the 16-layer composite plate 
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4.2 Numerical Results and Discussion  
During high velocity impact, the kinetic energy of the projectile is transferred to the plate and 
absorbed through the various damage mechanisms, thereby increasing the internal energy of the 
system. LS-DYNA verifies the simulation by conservation of energy of the system. The energy 
transferred to the composite plate from the projectile can be expressed by Equation 2 as: 
An accurate simulation should have very* small HGE (<10% of the peak of the IE) and positive 

SLEIEKEHGEKEIEE erodeerode

plateplateplatetran +++++= (2) 

Figure 4: Global energy balance of 16 layer composite 
laminate at ballistic limit 
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Figure 5. Experimental results and numerical prediction of 
ballistic limit for the 8, 12 and 16 layer PP/E-glass laminates. 
The model had an excellent correlation with experimental 
results for the 8 and 16-layer laminates and a good correlation 
for the 12-layer laminate at the ballistic limit. 

sliding energy (SLE) which determines perfect global energy balance. Global energy balance of 
16-layer composite plate at ballistic limit is shown in Figure 4. Negligible amount of Hourglass 
(HG) energy mode (curve C) is seen in the Figure. HG modes are nonphysical, zero-energy 
modes of deformation that produce zero strain and no stress Mesh refinement and proper HG 
coefficient can reduce hourglassing. In this paper Hourglass type 4 (QM=0.1) was used. Sliding 
energy (curve D) increases up to 40 because maximum friction is generated at ballistic limit and 
the kinetic energy (KE) curve decreases to a minimum value at 150 μs indicating that the 
projectile has come to rest.  

 
The initial velocities provided to the projectile were identical to those used in the impact tests. 
Figure 5 depicts the comparison of ballistic limit velocity obtained using simulations with the 
experimental data. The ballistic limits predicted numerically were found to be in reasonable 
agreement with the experiment results. There was no erosion or deformation of the projectile 
during impact. 
Figure 6 illustrates the kinetic energy plots of the projectiles with respect to time and 
corresponding projectile penetrations at different time stages. Damage growth in a single 
projectile impact can be attributed to the combination of fiber failure modes including punch 
shear plugging, fiber crush and tension. During impact, a peak stress generates at the contact 
region and propagates along the primary yarns that are strained to their tensile failure, while 
secondary yarns undergo elastic deformation [23]. Figure 7 shows fiber failure along the primary 
yarns of a 12-layer composite laminate for both experimental and numerical conditions 
respectively. Increase in compliance of the composite plate during impact is one of the major 
phenomena observed in ballistic impact.  
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Time (ms) 
Figure 6: Simulation results showing the kinetic energy lost by 
the projectile vs. time for the 8, 12, and 16 layer laminates at the 
experimentally predicted ballistic limit. 

The stiffness (elastic moduli) reduction can be expressed in terms of the associated damage 
parameters iϖ , given by Equation 3. 

 As suggested by Matzenmiller [23], damage variables, iϖ  grow according to Equation 4: 

where m
i 

is the softening parameter. As the damaged zone of each PP/E-glass plate during 

experimental test was observed to be more localized, m
i 
= 0.1 was used in all the simulations. 

High strain rate and high pressure loading conditions affect the lamina properties, as denoted by 
Equation 5: 

( )im
j

i

r
m

i e
−

−=
1

1

1ϖ (4) 

( ) iired EE ϖ−= 1 (3) 

 

Figure 7: Fiber failure along the primary yarns (X11) of 12 layer 
plate at Vi=330.4 m s-1 (a) experimental (b) simulation 

37mm 

a)
 

33 mm 

b) At 199 μs 
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Sensitivity analysis on the strain rate parameter, 1C  revealed that a higher value than the range of 

0.02-0.05 of 1C  leads to numerical instability. A value of 0.025 was found reasonable 
maintaining the perfect energy balance. Delamitation at the interface is one of the major failure 
mechanism at the matrix mode. It is caused by the interlaminer stresses ( )31233 ,, ττσ  due to which 

matrix microcracks span through the fiber-matrix interface and propagate along the fiber. This 
leads to subsequent parallel matrix mode failure known as delamination. MAT 161 provides an 
insight into the physics of the delamination of the composite plate as given by Equation 6: 

where TZ , yzS and zxS  are the failure strength properties and 3σ , 23σ  and 31σ  are corresponding 

stress state. The delamination scale factor, dS  has a significant effect on ballistic limit velocity 

or energy absorption of composite plates. dS is introduced to achieve better correlation of 

delamination area with experiments by scaling it up and down. The region (marked red, or 
shown as 35 mm on the scale) in Figure 8 indicates the debonding of the fibers from the 
surrounding matrix and represents delamination failure of the laminates for both numerical and 
experimental observation for a 16-layer composite laminate at ballistic limit. As can be seen, the 
predicted damage is identical to the simulation. 
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Figure 8. Delaminated area of 16 layer 
composite at ballistic limit (a) simulation 
(b) experimental (cross section). 
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5. Summary 
 
The progressive damage of a composite laminate was investigated using the continuous damage 
mechanism (CDM) approach suggested by the MLT theory. On the basis of the CDM technique, 
MAT 161 has been implemented in LS-DYNA. This model was successfully used to analyze the 
different failure modes of a composite plate subjected to ballistic impact. MAT 161 was used to 
observe the different damage modes in PP/E-glass, a thermoplastic composite laminate. The 
ballistic limit and energy absorption of composite laminates of different thicknesses was 
investigated. It was found that the numerical prediction of ballistic limit velocities of 8, 12 and 
16-layer laminates was 99.0%, 92.7% and 99.1% of the corresponding experimental results, 
respectively. The dS  factor of 0.3 was determined to provide excellent correlation of ballistic 

limit and delamination failure mode to that observed experimentally. Under the ballistic regime, 
the effect of boundary conditions has been found to be negligible on the energy absorption of 
PP/E-glass composite because the damage zone was highly localized and the impact event was 
transient.  
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